
 

 

 

Group 3 - 9 to 12 years: 
 
Spelling Contest is a platform where kids can learn new words and enhance their vocabulary, in turn 
becoming more confident and strong. Volunteers will guide the kid to understand the concept, if 
required. 
 
Words to be learnt: 
 
1. acoustics - the properties or qualities of a room or building that determine how sound is 
transmitted in it 
2. advertisement - a notice or announcement in a public medium 
3. anoint - smear or rub with oil, typically as part of a religious ceremony 
4. awkward - causing difficulty; hard to do or deal with 
5. bauble - a cheap showy ornament 
6. billow - a large sea wave 
7. bizarre - very strange or unusual 
8. boorish - ill-mannered and coarse in behavior or appearance 
9. bromide - a trite or obvious remark 
10. bullion - a mass of precious metal 
11. callow - young and inexperienced 
12. capitulate - surrender under agreed conditions 
13. capricious - determined by chance or impulse rather than by necessity 
14. chagrin - strong feelings of embarrassment 
15. circumlocution - an indirect way of expressing something 
16. clique - an exclusive circle of people with a common purpose 
17. dawdle - take one's time; proceed slowly 
18. didactic - instructive, especially excessively 
19. diffident - lacking self-confidence 
20. disparage - express a negative opinion of 
21. dystopian - of an imaginary place where life is extremely bad 
22. ebullient - joyously unrestrained 
23. eloquent - expressing yourself readily, clearly, effectively 
24. elucidate - make clear and comprehensible 
25. emulate - strive to equal or match, especially by imitating 
26. ennui - the feeling of being bored by something tedious 
27. enunciate - express or state clearly 
28. epoch - a period marked by distinctive character 
29. fallible - wanting in moral strength, courage, or will 
30. farcical - broadly or extravagantly humorous 
31. feign - give a false appearance of 
32. finicky - fussy, especially about details 
33. flippant - showing an inappropriate lack of seriousness 

 
 
 



34. gallant - unflinching in battle or action 
35. garish - tastelessly showy 
36. genteel - marked by refinement in taste and manners 
37. grandiose - impressive because of unnecessary largeness or magnificence 
38. hapless - unfortunate and deserving pity 
39. heckler - someone who tries to embarrass you with gibes and objections 
40. hierarchy - a series of ordered groupings within a system 
41. idyllic - charmingly simple and serene 
42. impetuous - marked by violent force 
43. incite - provoke or stir up 
44. indomitable - impossible to subdue 
45. insolent - marked by casual disrespect 
46. jeopardise - pose a threat to; present a danger to 
47. jostle - make one's way by pushing or shoving 
48. lacklustre - not having brilliance or vitality 
49. languish - lose vigour, health, or flesh, as through grief 
50. malady - any unwholesome or desperate condition 
51. mar - cause to become imperfect 
52. mellifluous - pleasing to the ear 
53. misconstrue - interpret in the wrong way 
54. mollify - cause to be more favourably inclined 
55. mutiny - open rebellion against constituted authority 
56. negligence - failure to act with the prudence of a reasonable person 
57. niggle - worry unnecessarily or excessively 
58. nondescript - lacking distinct or individual characteristics 
59. nonplussed - filled with bewilderment 
60. oblivious - lacking conscious awareness of 
61. onerous - burdensome or difficult to endure 
62. opulent - rich and superior in quality 
63. paucity - an insufficient quantity or number 
64. perilous - fraught with danger 
65. placate - cause to be more favourably inclined 
66. poignant - keenly distressing to the mind or feelings 
67. prowess - a superior skill learned by study and practice 
68. quaff - swallow hurriedly or greedily or in one draught 
69. quarantine - isolation to prevent the spread of infectious disease 
70. ramification - a consequence, especially one that causes complications 
71. ravenous - extremely hungry 
72. recondite - difficult to understand 
73. relinquish - turn away from; give up 
74. riveting - capable of arousing and holding the attention 
75. slough - any outer covering that can be shed or cast off 
76. sordid - foul and run-down and repulsive 
77. sublime - of high moral or intellectual value 
78. tactile - of or relating to or proceeding from the sense of touch 
79. taint - contaminate with a disease or microorganism 
80. throttle - a valve that regulates the supply of fuel to the engine 
81. ulterior - lying beyond what is openly revealed or avowed 
82. unanimous - in complete agreement 
83. undulate - move in a wavy pattern or with a rising and falling motion 
84. unobtrusive - not undesirably noticeable 
85. vague - lacking clarity or distinctness 



86. vanquish - lacking clarity or distinctness 
87. venerable - profoundly honoured 
88. waif - a homeless child especially one forsaken or orphaned 
89. yokel - a person who is not intelligent or interested in culture 
90. zest - vigorous and enthusiastic enjoyment 
 
 
 

 
All the very best to all the kids!!! 
 
*Please call us on 9884230963 / 9840925979 or mail us on funnfiestaproductions@gmail.com for 
any further queries* 
  
 


